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Walk 14 Blocks is a document that describes my two-year investigation of 
simulation in everyday life.  It describes how I examine both simulated places and the tools 
of simulation.   I explain the key elements relating my work to simulation; experience, 
language, and the video monitor. I trace how I have utilized these elements in several 
works that led to my thesis exhibition titled Evidence. 
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Placelessness 
 
I walk through places that make me uncomfortable.  Alienated places have 
fascinated me throughout my art-making life be it an abandoned building or a dark alley.  
The sense of danger paired with the possibility of discovery is a force that feeds my 
creativity.  Recently my definition of the alienated space has expanded.  Every space that 
humans enter is altered to some degree to reflect an ideal envisioned by a designer, be it 
the landscaper, the architect, or the farmer.  When ideals replace space the true identity of 
the space is lost.  I believe that it can be said that the natural world no longer exists.  This 
falseness troubles me and gives me a feeling of alienation from the world.  Alienation 
through replacement is a key theme that has developed in my work during graduate school.  
I collect images during my walks and edit together an interpretation of my experience to 
offer the viewer a digital experience.  Just as my spaces have been repackaged and 
replaced for me, I revise the landscape for the next generation of viewers. 
Jean Baudrillard’s “Simulacra and Simulation” is the text that in part contextualizes 
my work.  The idea of simulation connects directly to the photographic media for me as 
any image can be viewed as a simulation of an event that has occurred in the past.  
Baudrillard’s “simulacra” are signifiers of the real world that have surpassed what they 
signify to become “hyperreal,” superseding reality (Poster).  This is like saying that you 
remember your twelfth birthday party, when in actuality you are speaking about a picture 
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you have of the event.  The simulated image portrayed in the document of the photograph 
has replaced the reality.  The ideal image of the candles being blown out on the cake 
becomes hyperreal and powerful enough to replace any memory you might have of the 
event.  Baudrillard speaks about Disneyland, a place “presented as imaginary in order to 
make us believe that the rest is real, when in fact all of Los Angeles and the America 
surrounding it are no longer real, but of the order of the hyperreal and of simulation” 
(Poster).  My work contemplates these “hyperreal” places and situations in an attempt to 
expose simulation. 
My video installation Evidence examines several spaces where simulation is 
present, for example:  a theater where plays are acted out and realities are fabricated 
nightly, and at the corporate office of a power plant where electricity is generated to power 
all of the city’s televisions, computers, video game consoles, and other devices of 
electronic simulation.  In these spaces I examine a television monitor displaying the 
environment; I study simulations of simulated spaces.  Looking at simulation this way, the 
quandary I often encounter is that the digital experience I create is as much a simulation of 
the space as the space itself is a simulation.  My work looks at these layers of simulation 
while being conscious of its own role in adding to those layers.  
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The Icon 
 
If you ask a group of people, “who saw the Super-Bowl?” most would raise their 
hands even though most of those had not even been in the state where the Super-Bowl was 
played.  Examples like this are the reason for my fascination with the television: it is one 
of the most prevalent and identifiable examples of simulation. 
The role of the television in our society has shifted.  It is now more than news and 
entertainment; it is our monitor of the world.  In my work the video monitor is very much a 
tool of the viewer allowing each to experience and understand the world and in turn 
oneself.  Much of my work separates the image of the TV from the physical object itself.  
In my work I frequently simulate the simulation device by taping televisions and editing 
other footage onto their screens.  Discussing the viewing of video on a television screen 
Peggy Gale wrote in 1986: 
This experience takes place in OUR space, not "over there" 
in a two-dimensional world of pictures. Video, with its 
glow-from-within, already suggests the sculptural HERE 
(as opposed to film's pictorial "there"), and video's 
"furniture" existence (a TV set) gives a mundaneness that 
is also "here", in every way. 
 
We do not need a glow to be pulled in anymore; the icon of the object itself is all the 
signifier that we need.  When projecting the image of a video monitor displaying a video, 
as in Evidence, the “glow-from-within” is gone; the image is flattened so that the object 
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and its display screen are given equal visual weight.  When televisions were first produced 
for consumer purchase, the selling points usually included what type of wood out of which 
the cabinet was made.  Televisions were furniture as much as they were media.  Today we 
mostly look right past the border into the CRT, LCD, or plasma screen.  The icon of the 
television has shifted towards a more monitor-like design; we link the cabinet and the 
screen only in the loosest way.  The cabinets are slimmer and sleeker; we are now often 
left with a floating screen that has no reference outside of itself.  We no longer 
acknowledge the object; we immediately look through the artifice and immerse into the 
imagery.  Seeing the edges of the TV set with the same clarity as the image on the screen is 
an uncomfortable shift for many people because it exposes a simulation to which they have 
paid no conscious attention. 
John Clarence Laughlin said, 
The physical object, to me, is merely a stepping stone to an 
inner world where the object, with the help of the subconscious 
drives and focuses perceptions, becomes transmuted into a 
symbol whose life is beyond the life of the objects we know… 
  
I see the video monitor as an ultimate example of this symbolic role.  It is a device of 
“hyperreality.” The monitor is more than just the world and images represented on screen, 
it gives a value to those images higher than any value placed on a real image.  In my video 
series entitled Evidence I encounter televisions in various nighttime landscapes; upon 
approaching the television monitor I engage the screen to find that it is displaying an image 
of myself but with a slight delay.  I engage the screen further, dropping all of my defenses; 
I validate my own existence through the image on the screen.     
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Language and Medium Crisis 
 
Early in my graduate studies I wrestled with issues with language that I saw as a 
barrier to my art-making.  I was lost somewhere between Digital Video and Film.  I often 
found myself using analog language to describe a very different digital process.  I always 
thought that my work functioned in the digital video medium, but often I had no 
substantial response when asked why I had not considered film.  I was disheartened and 
lost for a period of time, as I had no means to talk about what I was making.   
Reading an essay by Lucio Pozzi this statement struck me: “The artist might do 
well to entertain no prejudice against any of the tools he perceives as being of interest for 
the setting up of a situation” (137).  I realized that I had chosen Digital Video as my 
medium because of the situation that it enabled me exploit.  Digital Video offered a larger 
shooting ratio, autonomy, low light capability, and reproducibility: all key elements that I 
needed for collecting imagery during my walks. 
I choose to shoot mainly at night (exposing my images using only artificial, or 
secondary, light), and Digital Video is very practical for low light.  Also Digital Video is 
easily reproducible with only slight changes in image quality; a condition that ties closely 
to my interest in simulation.  According to Baudrillard a simulation is an imperfect 
reproduction (Poster).  If the “Medium is the Message” (McLuhan, 7), then video is 
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reproduction, and to the degree that items which are easily reproducible are also 
replaceable, video becomes replacement. 
After considering the possibilities that the digital medium offered, I decided to 
make language work for me and labeled my work as digital experiences.  Reclassifying my 
previous works under the new definition gave me a point of orientation to identify and 
capitalize on the positive aspects of my process.   
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Hot and Cold Text 
 
Part of the reason for my diversion into language was a result of my preoccupation 
with language in my work, specifically with text.  My experience with using text in my 
work began when I tried to use a voice over and quickly felt that this technique was too 
overt.  I transposed my spoken narration into text placed on the bottom of the screen, like 
subtitles.  This decision seemed to empower my viewer while limiting my explicit 
direction. 
Another reason that written text functions within my work relates to what Stanley 
Kubrick referred to as an “economy of statement” (Ciment, 187).  Simple situations can be 
set up quickly without the need for the extraneous information that sidetracks the narrative 
elements.  The text in my video installation Plaza consists of one-word statements such as 
blink, walk, rain, separate, and reflect.  Placing the word blink over top of the image of a 
blinking light works to encourage a viewer to actively process what he is seeing; in 
addition, it separates him still further from the experience of a blinking light. 
I decided on these one-word statements while trying to balance the quantity of text 
with imagery.  In the simplest terms both text and images are symbols or signifiers, as 
demonstrated through Joseph Kosuth’s installation, One and Three Chairs (1965).  
Discussing the problems of clarity in mathematical symbols derived from language, Tobias 
Datzig writes, “the trouble with human words is that they express content” (Datzig, 99).  
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The problem with language is that we experience and process it everyday, and everyone 
makes their own unique associations with that language based on their personal 
experiences.  The “photographic truth” perceived by viewers makes interpretation of video 
images a very simple process where a what-you-see-is-what-you-get mentality takes hold.  
In this way watching video becomes a more passive event than reading.  Marshall 
McLuhan explained differences in a viewer’s involvement in a medium in terms of “hot” 
and “cold”.  For example; hot media is a TV set that holds a passive viewer, and cold 
media is a book that a viewer must activate on his own.  My work seeks to exist between 
these two poles.     
I think that bringing text back to the moving image will be a means to evolve the 
human interaction with the medium.  By asking viewers to read, I aim to make them invest 
more in the experience and not simply let it occur in front of them.   
 I did not use text in my Graduate Thesis Exhibition piece, Evidence.  The element 
used to activate the viewer in Evidence became the fifth monitor on which a delayed image 
of the room was presented in which the viewer activated themselves on screen.  This setup 
made text an unnecessary addition to the installation.  My work with text was an exercise 
that I believe to be beneficial to my work and my ability to talk about my work.  I do not 
plan on abandoning the tool that I found in the written word as I see myself using text 
again in future projects.
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Experience and the Failing 
 
In “12 Questions of Art” the viewer is directed to “pay equal attention to the 
parkinglotness of the parking lot and to the paintingness of the painting” (Pozzi, 139).  
That statement sums up much of what I have been pursuing over the last two years.   
Perception is tied closely to experience because of the visual element that human 
experience is largely built upon.  I found that shooting at night with a low shutter speed 
gave the impression of a slow motion effect occurring in the image.  The event appeared to 
be pictured in slow motion but was actually unfolding for the viewer in real-time.  As the 
viewer thinks they are contemplating a small moment, time is actually proceeding at its 
normal rate.  This is a reflection of how I look at the space while I am taping.  I give 
careful attention to the small moments while events go on around me in the normal 
fashion.   
Using the camera to see a place just like the human eye sees is both redundant and 
impossible.  We instinctively scan with our eyes to get the overall impression, and we 
know what we expect to see after scanning the whole.  In this way I think that we rarely 
experience a place fully, but, rather, we experience our expectations of the place.  These 
degrees of separation from experience are very interesting to me, and this influences the 
images of reflections in the work.  The blinking light imagery in Plaza is a direct 
connection to the degree of separation from the experience created by watching a video 
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document of the experience because video projection in simplest terms is nothing more 
than a blinking light. 
Jean-Paul Sartre writes, “Usually existence hides itself.  It is there, around us, in us, 
it is us, you can’t say two words without mentioning it, but you can never touch it” (127).  
My work fights to become an experience of existence, and to deny that experience at the 
same time.  Perhaps the uneasiness of that condition is the function of my work, and the 
truest experience I can create. 
In the “Allegory of the Cave,” Plato lays out the tale of a prisoner raised only 
seeing shadows who one day is freed from his chains to see the objects causing the 
shadows and exits the cave to be blinded by the light of the real world.  When he is 
returned to the other prisoners he is faced with the task of explaining the things that he has 
seen.  If we can label words as only signifiers, then the prisoner’s problem is experience.  
As his friends experience the shadow of a book, and called it a book, he experiences first 
hand the book that actually caused the shadow.  The question that I ask is, “was the item 
that the freed prisoner saw actually a book?”   
My work probes the relationship between the “Allegory of the Cave,” and 
“Simulacra and Simulation.”  In Plato’s tale language fails reality, and for Baudrillard 
reality itself has crumbled after being replaced with a simulation that our language still 
supports as reality.  Similar to the chicken and the egg, these two cycle back into one 
another.    
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A Summary of Works 
 
 
Figure 1. Video Still from Disconnect 
 
 
Figure 2. Video Still from Disconnect 
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Moving to Richmond for graduate school was a major transition as I had never 
lived in an urban environment.  In Disconnect I wanted to show both the energy of the 
city and also the sense of isolation.  The spilt-screen beginning mirrors that split in ideas 
as the subject of the cement divider transforms along with the camera’s perspective.  By 
having the camera peek through the open squares a sense of curiosity is formed, while at 
the same time a sense of dread develops, aided by the droning soundtrack and menacing 
countdown.  After descending into the city, a barrage of images gives an impression of 
busyness, chaos, and searching.  I include my shadow and reflection many times but no 
images of people.  My shadow and reflection were foreign to me as the environment 
transformed them into a simulation of myself.  After descending into static, the camera 
pulls out of a television (the only window to the outside world for many people) and pans 
over to a real window where a fleeting glimpse of a person is witnessed.  That image 
triggers a series of slow zooms that search the windows of the city but finds no one.  
Giving up on the windows the camera once again searches the city streets and comes 
upon a river.  At times I think of the last image as pure hope and other times it feels more 
like turning my back on the urban in favor of nature. 
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Figure 3. Video Still from Street:  Long I Stood  
 
 
Figure 4. Video Still from Street:  Long I Stood 
 
 
Street: Long I Stood takes the second part of its title from the Robert Frost poem, 
“The Road Not Taken,” in which the traveler stands at the fork in the road and examines 
the paths that lay before him.  In this piece I compare the simple luxuries of my own life 
to what I know of being homeless.  The narration is a fictionalization of a series of small 
events which happened during my first months in Richmond.  While thinking about how 
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to approach a subject of which I had no direct knowledge I inevitably decided that it 
would be best to talk about the issue the only way I knew how: through myself.  The 
digital rain I inserted during editing functions similarly as I do not know what it is really 
like to live on the street in any weather; therefore, I can only imagine it or try to simulate 
it for a time. 
 
 
Figure 5. Video Still from Plaza 
 
 
Figure 6. Video Still from Plaza 
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Plaza is a three-channel video installation that includes two pre-recorded videos, 
one playing on a video monitor and one projected, the third element is a time delayed 
projection of the room.  The work focuses on the same ideas of simulation and 
replacement as my previous works by looking at a park in the center of an urban 
environment.   
After moving to the city I started to notice something odd about the parks: people 
accepted these parks as nature: and, they did not seem to question the replacement.  This 
is not a question of value or quality.  In fact it may not even be a question at all as most 
people have only experienced the simulacra and cannot even see through to the real.  It is 
easier for us to be content with an ideal simulation than the real experience itself when 
we have never experienced the real thing.  I am not saying that I have ever experienced 
nature, but I do know that I have experienced places that feel much more natural to me 
than a park in the middle of a city. 
Video games are good examples of the problem of replacement, as they strive to 
become more and more realistic but in actuality move the player farther from reality.  
Rampant consumerism in our society further fuels the selling of experience packaged 
neatly for our consumption: replacements for an ideal.  Baudrillard used the theme park 
as the extreme example of simulacra: a fantasy seemingly based on reality that could be 
no further away.  In the installation of Plaza each monitor becomes an added degree of 
separation.  If you allow that any image made of the park is already several steps away 
from reality, then the degrees of separation quickly accumulate. 
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Figure 7. Installation Detail for Plaza 
 
Figure 8. Installation Detail for Plaza 
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Figure 9.  Video Still From Evidence 
 
 
Figure 10.  Video Still From Evidence 
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Evidence is an ongoing series of videos that I make of myself watching a delayed 
image of myself on a television monitor.  Each video is made at a different location 
where the TV sits, displaced from its normal environment, inexplicably playing an image 
of its surroundings with a slight delay.  The television is usually placed in a foreboding 
nighttime landscape and I approach it like a moth drawn to a lamp, seeking not light but 
comfort and validation.  
 Evidence grew directly out of Plaza.  I realized that the subtle imagery in Plaza 
was speaking more to an aesthetic ideal in my own mind, and the layers of looking that I 
had built up around that original video were becoming a much more interesting way to 
ask the same questions.  The people gathering around the glowing video monitor in the 
middle of the park became a powerful symbol for simulation; it is a situation that I felt 
needed further examination.  I shot the first video for Evidence in a park very similar to 
the park in Plaza.  From there I began to think about other spaces that could function 
similarly. 
The installation of Evidence at the Anderson Gallery included four selected 
videos and a live feed created in the room.  In each of the videos I sit in front of a small 
white television monitor, watching myself and my current environment six-seconds 
delayed.  The same white television sits in the front of the room displaying a six-second 
delay of the room.  The installation is placed inside a modest sized room, where excess 
light and sound are filtered out, allowing for a quieter experience.  Each video has its own 
soundtrack consisting of low indigenous sound, also allowing the installation to be a 
quieter place. 
19 
 The four pre-recorded videos take place in:  an empty parking lot; an empty 
theater; a back alley; and, a plaza in front of a power company’s office building.  In two 
videos I stay as long as I please, in the other two I am either told to leave or prompted to 
leave when the television malfunctions.  The live feed with delay allows viewers to have 
a similar experience to what they are viewing in the four pre-recorded videos.   
 I see Evidence as the beginning of a shift in direction for my work, moving from 
the exploration of simulation of space toward a more personal reaction to simulation, 
including a simulation of self.  The viewer participation invited by the live feed in 
Evidence is an element that I would like to continue to explore in future works. 
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Figure 11.  Installation Detail for Evidence 
 
 
Figure 12.  Installation Detail for Evidence 
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A New Level 
 
The television has a long history as a device of the artist, but I still see it as fertile 
ground for investigating simulation.  I place the television monitor firmly in my work so 
that it is more than a device: the monitor becomes a strange symbol for reality.  With stoic 
indifference the monitor displays our reality, simultaneously questioning the validity of 
that reality.  The monitor seems to say, “How ridiculous and how strange to be surprised at 
anything which happens in life!” (Aurelius) while at the same time presenting imagery 
vastly disconnected from our lives. 
If you look closely at a TV monitor as it is being turned off you can see trace 
amounts of the image fading from the screen; sometimes if the light in the room is right 
you can see your own reflection.  Frank Gilette said that when you observe yourself on 
video (live or with a slight delay) you enter into another form of reality that you 
contemplate in a very special way.  He goes on to say that in this situation there are no 
more eternal truths because the truth itself has become the infrastructure (Gilette).  I made 
the same discovery one night in an empty parking lot watching myself on a television 
monitor.  My Evidence series is an examination of this type of contemplation.  I agree that 
a special experience occurs in this situation; perhaps this other form of reality represented 
by watching oneself on television provides a clue to breaking through Baudrillard’s 
“hyperreality.”   When confronted with a “hyperreal” version of our self which obviously 
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exists outside of our self we can begin to acknowledge the power of the video monitor and 
its role in simulation. 
 
 
Figure 13. Installation Detail for Untitled 
 
 
Figure 14. Installation Detail for Untitled
23 
Vito Acconci said that “On the one hand, "installation" places an art-work in a 
specific site, for a specific time (a specific duration and also, possibly, a specific historic 
time). On the other hand, "video" ... is placeless: at least, its place can't be determined ... 
video installation, then places placelessness.”  If that is the case then I see my work as a 
study of placing the displacement caused by simulation.   
During my time in graduate school, I have only begun my investigation into 
simulation; many new questions have arisen and many opportunities for new work have 
presented themselves.  I plan to continue my conceptual and artistic investigation into 
simulation and I see several paths ahead, including questions about performance, 
surveillance, and how the simulation device can activate its environment.   
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